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Friday, March 05, 2010
CHRIS CHAPMAN
Toronto, Canada
Did film for Expo — A PLACE TO STAND
Very good in multi-picture screen work

JEREMY LEPARD
Very good in documentary work — signed him up to do film for Ford.

MEL STUART
Was at Metromedia for awhile.
Did all documentary work for Wolper.

CHUCK BRAVERMAN
Worked on time capsules—
very good at speeding things up—
Could do the Nixon Years in 5 minutes.
Also quite good at other things.
Has some elements of anti-establishment type so may not want to touch or at least check out carefully.

LEE MENDELSON
Produced "They Said It Couldn't Be Done"—
also Snoopy and the Charlie Brown specials—
He's a wild shot but the right kind of guy.

ROBERT DREW
Did the Kennedy Hour Special — went into the White House and took the President for the first time on documentary television.

IN ORDER OF PRIORITY
Chapman
Lepard
Stuart
and Mendelson a little"

TOM WOLFE at ABC is excellent, as is DON HEWITT At CBS and DON HYATT at NBC